
Mixed Media ClownsMixed Media Clowns

1.  Using the three strips of paper and crayons, 
have your child design three different patterns on 
each strip of paper.  Once the patterns are com-
plete, put the strips aside.

2.  Next, ask your child to draw a clowns head and 
face, tell them to be as creative as possible.

3.  Once the face is drawn a basic stick figure body 
can be added (clothes will eventually go over the 
stick figure).

4.  After they have drawn the face ask them to trace 
over it with permanent marker.

5.  Once the face is traced, they may color it in with 
markers.

6.  Next, using the textured paper or fabric have 
them draw the shape of a shirt and cut it out 

7.  Glue the shirt onto the clown’s stick figure body.

8.  Once the shirt has been glued on, use the 
patterned strips as pants for the clown, glue them 
on.

9.  Next ask your child to draw hands and shoes for 
the clown and color them in.

10. Once the clown is drawn and dressed, little 
details can be added, with glue, such as buttons, 
pom-poms, pipe cleaners, bows, etc.  Use the third 
patterned strip as decor for the clown as well.

11. Finally, when everything is glued and together 
your child will have created an individualized clown 
that not only show pattern but texture and design 
as well.

Objective:

Instructions:

Key words:

Materials:
One sheet of white construction paper (size of 
your choice)
Markers and crayons in a variety of colors
One small sheet of textured paper or fabric
Pencil with eraser
Fine tip black permanent marker

Three small strips of colored construction 
paper
Assortment of materials like buttons, 
pom-pom’s, etc
Glue
Scissors

Pattern, mixed media, texture, line

Develop a basic understanding of pattern, texture and line.
Develop knowledge of a specific art elements.
Create an individualized clown.
Develop fine motor skills.
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